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Reflection anisotropy ~RA! spectroscopy has been used to examine the in vacuo ~001! surface of InP
before and during growth by molecular beam epitaxy ~MBE!. The dominant effect on the RA signal
occurring the initiation of growth is the change in the surface V/III ratio, caused by the exposure of
the surface to the incident indium flux. During MBE growth of InP under commonly used
conditions, RA oscillations are clearly observed. These oscillations have been confirmed to
correspond to the growth of InP monolayers. The oscillations are tentatively ascribed to the
variation in P coverage during the growth of each monolayer of material. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics. @S0003-6951~98!01129-2#
As the design criteria for semiconductor devices become
progressively more stringent, there has been increasing interest in methods for in situ monitoring of the epitaxial growth
of semiconductor layers. Techniques that can probe the properties of the growing epitaxial material are particularly attractive. In molecular beam epitaxy ~MBE!, reflection highenergy electron diffraction ~RHEED! is used extensively to
examine both the surface structure and also to monitor layer
growth rates, via the observed oscillations of the specular
spot intensity as each monolayer is grown.1 However, for
metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy ~MOVPE!, it is not possible to use such electron probes due the relatively high pressure growth ambient. In this case surface structure measurements have been successfully carried out using grazing
incidence x-ray scattering,2 but this technique requires an
intense x-ray source, only achievable using a synchrotron.
Optical probes can, in principle, be applied in either the
MBE or MOVPE growth environment. For example, measurement of the bulk properties of a growing epilayer can be
made using reflectometry3 or ellipsometry.4 However, in order to study semiconductor growth processes, more complex,
surface-sensitive techniques using polarized light have been
developed, including reflection anisotropy spectroscopy
~RAS!5 and surface photoabsorption.6 These latter techniques can provide chemical information about the surface,
complementing the structural information that RHEED can
provide. However, to date, most reported studies of semiconductor surfaces using optical probes have concentrated on
~001! GaAs, with only a few studies relating to InP. Comparison of ~001! InP surfaces produced by chemical beam
epitaxy ~CBE! with those produced by MOVPE has been
performed by Zorn et al.,7 and the dynamics of InP growth
by MOVPE has been examined by Knorr et al.8 In addition,
Dietz et al.9 have examined the growing InP surface, using
atomic layer epitaxy ~ALE! conditions in a CBE reactor.
However, there are few studies using RAS as a probe, of the

growth of InP by solid-source MBE. Recently, we have examined the InP surface, prepared by MBE, using a combination of RHEED and RAS,10 leading to the production of a
detailed surface phase diagram for the ~001! InP surface under static, no-growth, conditions. In this letter, the ‘‘dynamic’’ features observed during InP MBE growth are reported.
InP growth was carried out in a VG Semicon V80H
MBE machine, equipped with elemental In and P2 dimer
sources. After oxide desorption at 520– 530 °C under a P2
overpressure, a thin, 0.2 mm, homoepitaxial InP buffer was
grown on the ~001! substrate using a substrate temperature of
510 °C, calibrated using pyrometer measurements. Subsequent InP growth was carried out under a wide range of
conditions: the substrate temperature was varied between
410 and 540 °C, the P2 beam equivalent pressure was varied
between 1.231026 and 5.231026 mbar, and the In source
temperature was varied to give growth rates between 0.34
and 0.81 monolayers per second (MLs21).
RHEED was used to estimate the growth rate by monitoring the variation in intensity of the specular ~100! reflection, it was also used to confirm the InP surface reconstruction before, during, and after growth. Reflection anisotropy
~RA! spectra were recorded, in the range from 1.5 to 5.5 eV,
using a conventional spectrometer of the type developed by
Aspnes et al.5 Optical access was made to the sample using a
strain-free window mounted on the pyrometer viewport, situated at normal incidence to the sample surface. The real part
of the variation of the RAS signal, which has a much reduced sensitivity to window strain, was recorded. The results
were taken either as RA spectra under time-integrated conditions, or as changes in the RA signal at various preselected
photon energies as a function of time.
The reconstructions observed for the static ~001! InP surface, across a range of substrate temperature and phosphorus
overpressure, have been examined by RHEED and RAS.10
For temperatures above 460 °C, at a constant P2 BEP of
3.531026 mbar, RHEED indicates a (234) reconstruction.
However, RAS indicates that there are actually two stable
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FIG. 3. Time-dependent changes in the observed RA signal at 2.0 eV,
recorded on the initiation of InP growth at the indicated rates.
FIG. 1. RA spectra recorded from the ~001! InP surface at substrate temperatures corresponding to different RHEED reconstructions, under a constant P2 BEP of 3.531026 mbar. The (234) a and b reconstructions are of
most relevance to the standard MBE growth conditions used for InP, and are
indicated by the thick lines.

(234) reconstructed surfaces in this regime, identified as a
and b, depending on whether the substrate temperature is
above or below 510 °C, respectively. RHEED indicates that
the surface reconstruction changes to (231) for substrate
temperatures between 460 and 420 °C, and at lower temperatures a (232) reconstruction is observed. Figure 1
shows typical RAS recorded for each indicated RHEED reconstruction.
Homoepitaxial MBE growth of InP usually takes place
at a substrate temperature in the region of 480 °C, 11 which,
under static conditions, corresponds to a (234) b reconstruction. Figure 2 illustrates the observed spectral dependence of the change in the RA signal of a (234) b static
surface caused by ~i! opening the indium cell shutter to grow
an InP layer at 0.5 MLs21, ~ii! increasing the substrate temperature by 20 °C, and ~iii! reducing the P2 BEP from 1.15
31026 to 3.531027 mbar is shown. In each case, the observed spectral change is seen to be virtually identical, mov-

FIG. 2. The change in RA spectra from a ‘‘standard’’ (234) b reconstructed InP surface recorded for ~i! initiation of InP growth ~at 0.5 MLs21),
~ii! a 20 °C increase in substrate temperature, and ~iii! a reduction in P2 flux
of 831027 mbar. The dots represent the RA signal change observed at the
moment of growth initiation, recorded during time scans at a constant photon energy for an InP growth rate of 0.5 MLs21.

ing the RA signal towards that expected for a (234) a
surface. The magnitude of the observed deviation is particularly large around 1.7 eV, with smaller deviations at around
3 and 4.2 eV. The dots in Fig. 2 indicate the magnitude of
the jump in the RA signal observed at fixed photon energies
on opening of the indium shutter ~i.e., initiating InP growth!.
The substrate temperature, P2 BEP and In flux correspond to
those used to produce curve ~i!, and the jumps observed lie
close to those expected from this curve. The observed signal
transient times are close to the lock-in integration time constant and comparable to the monolayer growth times.
The time-dependent scans also show clear oscillations in
the RA signal during the first seconds of growth, the strength
of which are approximately in proportion to the size of the
initial signal change occurring on the initiation of growth.
These oscillations are observed to have a period identical to
that of the corresponding RHEED oscillations recorded under identical conditions. The oscillations observed at photon
energies close to the spectral feature at 1.7 eV were found to
be the strongest and most easily resolved over the widest
range of growth conditions. However, due to the decaying
intensity of the light source at these low photon energies
which leads to poor signal-to-noise ratios, a photon energy of
2.0 eV was selected for subsequent experiments performed
to examine the variation in RA oscillation intensity versus
both substrate temperature and P2 overpressure.
The oscillations are clearest for substrate temperatures
between 470 and 490 °C. Outside this window the oscillation strength decays gradually, becoming irresolvable at temperatures below 440 or above 530 °C. The oscillations became stronger and damped more slowly for increasing P2
overpressures, up to the highest BEP examined of 5.2
31026 mbar. For the lowest P2 BEP examined of 1.2
31026 mbar the oscillations damped very quickly, unless
the growth rate was lowered to 0.34 MLs21. Under such
conditions the optimum substrate temperature to observe of
oscillations was found to drop to around 440 °C.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the oscillations observed at
2.0 eV, for a P2 BEP of 5.231026 mbar and a substrate
temperature of 470 °C, for three different InP growth rates.
In all cases, clear oscillations were observed for at least nine
periods. For the slowest growth rate examined
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(0.34 MLs21), up to 14 cycles could be recorded without
using any data-smoothing techniques.
The identical periodicity of the recorded RHEED and
RA oscillations shows that the RA signal changes are due to
the deposition of InP monolayers. Such RA oscillations have
been observed previously for the growth of GaAs, both by
MBE12 and MOVPE,13 but apart from the report by Dietz
et al.,9 where oscillations are reported under ALE-like conditions, no such reports have been published for InP growth.
The monolayer RA oscillations observed for GaAs grown by
MBE are generally weak, and damp quickly.12 In contrast,
the RA oscillations observed here for InP are strong, and
easily recorded at conventional MBE growth rates of close to
1 MLs21, whilst even stronger oscillations are detected at
lower growth rates. The intensity of these oscillations is optimal at the typical substrate temperature used for InP growth
of around 480 °C.
An examination of Fig. 1 shows that there are a number
of RA spectral features associated with the (234) a and
(234) b reconstructions. In both cases, there is a peak
around 2.7 eV, which is generally associated with P dimerized along the @ 1̄10# direction.10 This feature changes only
slightly during the transition between the two reconstructions. At 1.7 eV, there is a strong dip in the RA signal for the
(234) a surface which is suppressed in the (234) b case.
By analogy with GaAs, this feature has been ascribed to In
dimerized along the @110# direction.10 While the features at
higher photon energy are less well understood, a key difference between the two RA signals is the intensity of the feature reflecting the surface density of In dimers.
In Fig. 2, it was shown that the observed spectral deviations are virtually identical when increasing substrate temperature, reducing P2 overpressure or initiating growth. With
increasing substrate temperature, the phosphorus coverage
on the surface drops due to enhanced P desorption, and this
relative P:In coverage will also drop on the initiation of
growth, due to the incident In flux. The RA signal transients
on the initiation of growth also lie close to these curves for
the spectral deviation, providing further evidence that the
change in phosphorus coverage is the dominant effect governing the RA spectral shifts observed on starting growth.
RA oscillations observed during the growth of GaAs,
both by MBE and MOVPE, have been examined recently by
Zettler et al.14 These authors point out that, for the growth of
GaAs by MBE, the variation in step-edge density during the
growth of a monolayer can cause a variation in the As coverage of the surface due to the reduced As coverage around
surface steps, as observed by Payne et al.15 Such a variation
in group V coverage can then lead to significant changes in
the RA signal amplitude, particularly in when the surface
conditions are close to the boundary between two surface
reconstructions. It should be noted that the growth conditions
for both GaAs and InP are different for MBE and MOVPE
and that consequently, as Zettler et al.14 detail for the GaAs
case, the growth mechanism and RAS results must be dealt
with on a case-by-case basis.
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The RA oscillations observed in these experiments have
been tentatively ascribed to RA signal changes corresponding to variations in P coverage on the InP surface. Following
the GaAs model,14 this change in P coverage is induced by
cyclic variation in surface step density during the growth of
each monolayer of material. At a substrate temperature of
around 480 °C, the RA oscillation intensity is particularly
strong, as the initiation of growth causes a significant increase in the number of In dimers as the surface changes to
become more (234) a like in nature. The variation in surface step density during the deposition of each monolayer
then causes a change in the density of In dimers on the surface, which can be monitored by the RA signal changes in
the 1.5–2.0 eV spectral region.
In conclusion, we have observed oscillations in the RA
signal during the MBE growth of ~001! InP. These RA oscillations are observed in the range of substrate temperature
and P2 BEP conventionally used for InP growth, and for
practical growth rates of around 1 MLs21. The oscillations
are ascribed to the variation in the P coverage of the surface
due to the cyclic change in surface step density during each
ML of growth. The clarity of the oscillations observed provide a clear indication of the potential of RAS as an in situ
real-time growth monitoring technique.
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